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A. SUMMARY
Originally conceived to explore questions related to using drones in search, this study has
relevancy to other search resources utilizing human vision. Visual search is visual search, whether
directly or through a camera lens.
Eighty-two persons completed three exercises identifying specific objects visible in videos
recorded with a drone camera. For the Baseline exercise, each participant was instructed to point
to “man-made objects”. The only such objects were balls of a uniform color and size. For the
Visual Calibration exercise, each was shown a short video clip of a ball in the search environment,
and instructed to identify similar balls in the subsequent videos. For the final Search Pattern
exercise, each person searched videos in a specific manner for balls identical to those in the
previous exercises.
Four categories were compared:
1. Non-SAR (28 individuals not affiliated with SAR, or if affiliated then without the training
and/or experience to be considered field deployable by their associated agencies/units),
2. Ground SAR (44 field deployable volunteer SAR team members, firefighters, or rangers),
3. Aviation (10 individuals experienced searching aboard helicopters, or as Civil Air Patrol
pilots, or as drone pilots), and
4. All participants.
The following questions were explored:
1. Are probability of detection (POD) estimates sufficiently valid for search theory
mathematical calculations?
2. Can visual calibration increase precision of POD estimates?
3. Can visual calibration increase detection?
4. Can visual calibration improve accuracy of target recognition?
5. Are SAR personnel better at identifying subtle clues than the general population?
6. Can the video search pattern technique explored in this study increase detection?
Key findings:
1. POD estimates were not sufficiently valid for search theory mathematical calculations.
2. Visual calibration slightly improved participant ability to accurately estimate POD estimates,
but not to a level sufficiently valid for search theory mathematical calculations.
3. Visual calibration significantly increased detection.
4. Visual calibration improved accuracy of target recognition.
5. Ground SAR and Aviation participants had a higher rate of detection in the Baseline
exercise compared to non-SAR participants. With visual calibration, Ground SAR, Aviation,
and Non-SAR target identification were comparable.
6. There was no statistically significant difference in detection or accuracy between the Visual
Calibration and Search Pattern exercises.
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B. BACKGROUND
1. Probability of Detection
Probability of detection has been defined as:
“the probability or chance, usually expressed as a percentage, that a clue or the subject will
be or would have been detected by the search action if a clue or the subject was in the
search area”1.

POD was introduced to the land search community in the early 1980’s with the launching of the
Managing the Search Function (MSF) curriculum2. MSF also introduced mathematical formulas
for combining POD’s into a cumulative POD, and for calculating the related concepts of
probability of area and probability of success. These concepts subsequently became accepted
as fundamental search strategy planning tools in that incident command might identify a
specific POD percentage as an objective for a designated geographic area, and/or search
resources might express their perceived coverage thoroughness in POD percentages.
An early accepted practice of combining multiple search team POD’s for a segment into one
cumulative POD has become recognized as flawed if the individual teams are looking for
different targets (such as a hasty team searching for footprints and a canine team searching for
scent). Another error has been to simply brief (or debrief) searchers as to the desired (or
generated) POD without defining the target. A percentage is irrelevant without context.
Finally, the accuracy of searcher POD estimates hasn’t been explored, and therefore the
validity of mathematical calculations to determine whether target search objectives have been
achieved is unknown. The 2012 paper The Pseudoscience of Search Management Theory3
suggests search POD determinations are no more valid than guesses. This study explores that
hypothesis.
One tactic appropriately applying POD is Critical Separation. Critical Separation involves the
search team identifying the target prior to the search effort, visualize its appearance in the
actual search environment, and then determine the most effective sweep width4, 5. Target
visualization in the actual search environment is a cornerstone of this study.
2. Drones as a SAR Resource
Two recent studies exploring the effectiveness of drones were an impetus for this study. Drone
Efficacy Study: Evaluating the Impact of Drones for Locating Lost Persons in Search and
Rescue Events6 compared drones with ground search teams. Exercise Northumberland
compared drones with ground search teams and other types of aircraft7. Both studies focused
on searching for the subject; this study focuses on searching for clues.
The Drone Efficacy Study used yellow and black swiftwater rescue suits laid flat on the ground
as targets. “No-drone” teams found the targets 85% of the time compared with 75% for
“drone-enabled” teams. The authors noted that searching with drones is difficult, and made a
number of observations and recommendations to potentially improve drone effectiveness. One
observation was that the drone teams had many false positives. This current study explores
the use of visual calibration as a technique to reduce false positives.
Exercise Northumberland used blue coveralls stuffed with bubble wrap as targets. Two of its
recommendations are germane. The first recommendation was to provide the drone searcher
with the opportunity to observe on-screen an object of the same color and size in the search
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environment prior to conducting a search. This current study uses visual calibration to explore
that suggestion. The second recommendation encouraged further investigation for the
integration of drones into search management thinking and planning. This current study utilizes
drone-generated video to explore the accuracy of POD estimation.

C. STUDY METHODOLOGY
A 500-foot corridor across a field seeded with two-inch diameter balls was filmed using a DJI
Mavic Air drone flying 15 feet above the ground (resulting in a 22-foot wide field of view at ground
level). The camera was aimed 90° to the ground. The drone’s average 2.4 mph approximated
walking speed.
Figure 1.

The field had been mowed a month
earlier. Ground cover consisted of
stubble, partially decomposed annual
vegetation, and weeds. Average height
of the vegetation was six inches, and
canopy cover in the form of weeds was
about 20%. Predominate colors were
brown and green (see Figure 1.).
Sun/shadow contrast was not a factor
due to overcast.
The balls were painted non-reflective
grayish green to approximate a natural color. One such ball is visible in the center of Figure 1. The
balls were discernible, but not easily recognizable. There were some natural objects such as
flowers of similar color or shape, but none of the same color and shape.
The balls were randomly placed laterally, and linearly at least 25 feet apart so only one ball
appeared on screen at a time. Most balls were completely visible; several were partially (less that
30%) concealed by vegetation.
Seven (7) video clips edited from two flights (one flight east to west, the other west to east) were
used in the three experiments.
Participants were recruited from the lead author’s social network, volunteer SAR teams, and
students at SAR-related courses and a park ranger academy. Each participant individually
performed the exercises over a 30-minute time frame. The lead author conducted and scored the
exercises. A chart showing the sequence and quadrant of the balls was referenced to confirm ball
identification.
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1. Exercise #1, Baseline
Each participant was directed to point to unnatural (human made) objects while viewing four
video clips totaling just over six minutes. The participant was verbally given examples of
unnatural objects, such as “pencil, sock, litter, footprint, paper”, and natural objects, such as
“leaves, flowers, tree, animal”. The number of unnatural objects and natural objects (commonly
leaves, flowers, and vegetation patterns) selected were recorded. The only unnatural objects
visible in the videos were 21 balls. At the conclusion the participant estimated his/her POD.
The participant wasn’t told the accuracy of his/her estimate, nor the actual number of targets.
2. Exercise #2, Visual Calibration
Next, the participant viewed an eight second video showing a ball in representative vegetation
from a height beginning at five feet elevation and increasing to 15 feet (as shown in Photo 1).
The participant then viewed three video clips totaling about four minutes, and was directed to
point to balls identical to the one in the calibration video. The number of balls and the number
of other objects selected were recorded. A total of 18 balls were visible in the videos. At the
conclusion the participant estimated his/her POD. The participant wasn’t told the accuracy of
his/her estimate, nor the actual number of targets.
3. Exercise #3, Search Pattern

Figure 2.

The participant viewed a slide
explaining peripheral vision, with a
demonstration featuring Ninio’s
Extinction Illusion, which displays 12
dots on a grey and white grid (Figure
2). The 12 dots can’t be seen
simultaneously as they’re not visible
in peripheral vision.
The participant was then shown a
series of graphics instructing him/her
to momentarily focus in each of three
columns before moving to the
neighboring column (i.e., left, then
middle, then right, then middle, then
left, then middle. etc.). This method
was modified from the air observer
scanning technique described in
Basic Search and Rescue Skills8.
Modifications addressed the
differences between searching from
an aircraft and searching a video: a
two-dimensional rather than threedimensional canvas, the search area
moving top to bottom rather than
sideways, and a smaller width of
area.

Figure 3.
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The participant then viewed the same four video clips shown in Exercise #1. To avoid
recognizing the videos and possibly identifying balls from memory, the videos were shown in
different order, reversed, and flipped to mirror image. The videos were divided into three
columns by overlay lines as shown in Figure 3 to assist the participant search by the instructed
pattern.
The participant was directed to point to balls identical to the ones in the previous videos. The
number of balls and the number of other objects selected were recorded. A total of 20 balls
were visible in the videos. At the end of the segment the participant estimated his/her POD.

D. RESULTS
1. Detection
Chart 1 shows that the percentage of balls detected by all categories increased significantly
with visual calibration. The 79-87% range is similar to the findings of Critical Separation studies
such as Probability of Detection for the Search Manager9 and The Variable Nature of Probability
of Detection for Ground Search Teams10, both of which determined Critical Separation
generates POD’s in the 70-80% range.
The Search Pattern technique for searching video didn’t further improve detection.

1. Detection

(% of balls detected)

Non-SAR
Ground SAR
Aviation
86% 87%
86%
79%

All
81% 83% 82% 82%

49% 50%
38%
20%

Baseline exercise

Calibration exercise
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2. Detection Accuracy
Detection accuracy is defined for this study as the number of balls detected divided by the
total number of items selected (balls plus other items). Detection accuracy is a reflection of
efficiency. Resolving false positives, whether a searcher detouring 20 feet for a closer view of a
potential clue, or a ground team investigating an anomaly noticed on drone footage, requires
effort. The greater the detection accuracy, the less effort expended to resolve false positives.
Chart 2 shows that detection accuracy for all categories more than doubled with visual
calibration.

2. Detection Accuracy
(# of balls detected divided by total # of items selected)

Non-SAR

Ground SAR
86%

83%

Aviation
81%

65%

32%
23%

All
86% 88%

87%

63%

29% 28%

Baseline exercise

Calibration exercise

Search pattern exercise

3. POD Estimate Accuracy
Understanding POD estimate accuracy is important for determining whether searcher
perceptions are reliable and accurate, and to the degree such estimates can be relied upon for
search decisions.
Chart 3a displays the percentage of participants with estimated POD’s within 15% of actual
POD’s. This number was arbitrarily selected as a dividing line between an estimate with
sufficient accuracy for search planning, and an unreliable guess. Although not graphically
displayed, the percentage of participants with estimated POD’s within both 10% and 20% of
actual POD showed similar trends.
At best, no more than 50% of Ground SAR and Aviation participants estimated POD within 15
percentage points of actual POD.
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Ground SAR did better than the other categories estimating POD in the Baseline exercise, but
was the least accurate in the follow-on exercises. Non-SAR and Aviation POD improved
significantly for both the Visual Calibration and Search Pattern exercises; Ground SAR
accuracy remained near the Baseline level.

3a. POD Estimate Accuracy
Participants within 15% of Actual POD

Non-SAR

Ground SAR

Aviation

All
79%

59%
50%

48% 50%

45%
37%

39% 40%

43%

29%
20%

Baseline exercise

Calibration exercise

Search Pattern exercise

Graphs 3b, 3c, and 3d further explore the relationship between actual POD and estimated
POD. The graphs display the combined data of the Ground SAR and Aviation categories
(individually the categories had similar data characteristics). Each mark represents the
intersection of a participant’s actual and estimated POD’s.
The two POD’s would have a strong correlation - indicating the ability to accurately estimate
POD – if the displayed line was at a 45-degree angle. The near horizontal line in graph 3b
shows there wasn’t a correlation, indicating the Ground Searcher and Aviation categories
weren’t able to accurately estimate POD for the Baseline exercise.
The line’s angle in graphs 3c shows a weak correlation, indicating the ability of the Ground and
Aviation categories to accurately estimate POD slightly improved with calibration, but generally
remained unreliable. The Search Pattern exercise (graph 3d) further improved this ability only
slightly.
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3b. Baseline POD Estimate Accuracy
(Ground & Aviation Searchers)

90%
80%

Estimated POD

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Actual POD

3c. Calibration POD Estimate Accuracy
(Ground & Aviation Searchers)

120%

Estimated POD

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
0%

20%

40%

60%
Actual POD
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3d. Search Pattern POD Estimate Accuracy
(Ground & Aviation Searchers)
120%

Estimated POD

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Actual POD

Chart 3e explores whether the participants tended to underestimate or overestimate POD. In
the Visual Calibration and Search Pattern exercises Ground SAR and Aviation overwhelmingly
underestimated POD’s.

3e. Participants NOT within 15% of Actual POD who Underestimated
Non SAR

Ground SAR
100%

86%

Aviation

All
100% 100%

94%

91%

83%

58%
50%
38% 37%

10%

Baseline Exercise

Calibration Exercise
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E. FINDINGS
1. Visual calibration significantly improved detection.
2. Visual calibration significantly improved detection accuracy.
3. Participants’ estimated POD’s were unreliable as indicators of actual POD.
4. Visual calibration somewhat improved the accuracy of estimated POD’s, but the low
correlation with actual POD’s indicates the estimates were still unreliable for purposes of
mathematical calculations.
5. Detection success of Non-SAR participants was lower than the other categories prior to visual
calibration. With visual calibration, detection success of all groups significantly improved, with
Non-SAR success matching that of Ground SAR and Aviation. This suggests incorporating
visual calibration – that is, prior to actually searching having the searcher observe, in the
search environment, an object of similar size and color to the desired target - can not only
improve detection, but also mitigate inexperience and/or training deficiencies.
Participants tended to underestimate POD’s. The arithmetic mean using the absolute values of
underestimates and overestimates was approximately 12 percentage points. However,
estimates varied wildly. Therefore, this finding does not suggest that simply adding 12
percentage points from a search team’s stated POD will make that estimate more accurate.
6. The Search Pattern technique did not significantly improve participant detection, detection
accuracy, or POD accuracy.
F. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
1. Although Aviation participants generated detection and accuracy trends similar to Ground
SAR, the sample size was small. Additional research might further investigate detection, POD
estimation, and accuracy patterns of drone/aviation searchers.
2. Anecdotally, participants detecting the most balls with the least false positives seemed to be
younger and inexperienced (either Non-SAR, or SAR with little experience). Younger
participants seemed to be better at discerning shapes, while older participants appeared to
rely more on color. Participants demonstrating the most effort and concentration tended to be
younger. Some older SAR participants were unwilling or unable (expressed through
verbalization) to set aside experience/biases/training, which impacted how well they followed
instructions. Future research might consider the impact of age, eyesight, and attitude on
search outcomes.
3. Some participants mentioned mental fatigue and/or eye fatigue at the conclusion of the
exercises. Future research might explore ground searcher and drone video searcher
effectiveness over the timeframe of an average assignment.
4. The Search Pattern technique explored in this study didn’t enhance video search
effectiveness. Further experiments to explore best practices for drone video search might have
value.
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